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WW Norton Co, United States, 2016. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 244 x 165 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. A number of people who failed in school currently enjoy meaningful and
successful lives. These include, though by no means are limited to, those with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), those with executive function challenges, those with learning
disabilities, those whose learning and behavioural challenges are linked to traumatic events in their
lives; even those impacted by all of the above. What s more, they also include those who enjoyed
years of access to excellent special education and mental health services. Up until recently, not
much attention was paid to successful people who did poorly in school. Why not? One reason might
be that few among us probably realised how many of them are actually out there. But another and
even bigger reason might be that many of us doubted that it was actually possible. And those
doubts are entirely understandable. After all, think of the thousands of hours parents, teachers and
various healthcare professionals spent trying their hardest to help these failing children turn things
around in school, sometimes with little or nothing to show for it. And if...
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Reviews
The book is fantastic and great. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge I am just easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a composed publication.
-- B r a dley Ha hn
Excellent eBook and useful one. It can be rally fascinating throgh looking at period. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this publication.
-- Myr l Schmitt
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